
 
Spiha - The Story So Far 

 
Spiha is an unique blend of wild, addictive groove and raw rock-energy - music you can dance to or bang your 
head to. At times frenzied and crazy. Spiha is definitely - a ride. Yet the band has scope so far beyond your 
average grooverock -outfit, with taste for melody and fearless skill  in venturing into progressive ground. 
 

History 
 
Spiha has played regularly on the Helsinki club scene ever since January 1999. The band's raw energy and 
throbbing groove, created by the furious energy of six ready and able young man, has never failed to convince the 
audience. Indeed, immediately after their first gig, they were offered a record deal from Metamorphos, a Finnish 
independent label. Later, in 2002 Spiha signed signed a three-album deal with finnish label, Rock Frequency 
Records. Debut album Egoreactor was out in 2003 and featured a hit song "If I Ever Let You Go" which shot 
straight to number one in local radio chart. 
 
Spiha has played with bands like The 69Eyes, Mike Monroe (ex-Hanoi Rocks frontman), Suburban Tribe, Five 
Fiveteen, Mutants, The Duplo!, Jimsonweed, Dark Sun and many more. 
 

Spiha's discography 
 
2000: Toothhelmet (EP), Metamorphos 
2003: Egoreactor, Low Frequency Records 
2005: It’s Alive (Live), Low Frequency Records 
2005: Spiritual Hallucination, Low Frequency Records 
 
The latest single release is Planet Horse from studio album Spiritual Hallucination. Planet Horse music video is 
directed by Ykä Järvinen.  
 

Lineup 
 

Henry Lee Rock - Vocals 
Daemon P.A. Volume - Guitar 

Junza - Guitar 
Bomber - Bass 

Ringo Deathstarr - Drums 
Mr. Ilectric - Keyboards 

 
Henry Lee Rock is a well-known figure and singer in Helsinki groove-rock scene. Guitarist Deamon P.A. Volume, 
with bass player English Bomber formed the band back in 1999. Ringo Deathstarr used to bang drums in HIM in 
their debut album. Junza is an extreamly talented old-school figure in rock guitar while Mr. Ilectric represents 
younger, energetic generation while being one of the leading keyboard virtuoses in Helsinki. Together this crazy 
mixture of talented guys is Spiha! 


